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        Bunagana, October24th, 2013 

Réf : 0047/ Pres - M23/2013 
 

His Excellency Mr. President of the Republic of Uganda and the Mediator to the 
dialogue between the Congolese Government and the M23,                                                                                                                                                                                                      
in 

Kampala/Uganda 

(With the expression of my highest esteem) 

Re: Our position on the remaining points in the Dialogue 

Excellency Mr. President; 

Our Movement would like to thank you for the way you conduct the mediation of 
the ongoing dialogue between the Congolese Government and our Movement the 
M23, which has lead to the completion of eight points out of the 13 planned by all 
parties . 

We hereby express our satisfaction for the results achieved and hope that the 
remaining points on hold also benefit from a clear and faster process in order to 
achieve a swift conclusion of the peace agreement within an atmosphere of truth, 
reconciliation and to create hope in the Congolese people. 

Regarding the three key points remaining on the table for discussions we are 
writing to express the position of our movement which is as follows: 

1. Integration: 

Our movement is not a seeker of integration into the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo armed forces, especially as the majority of its members became soldiers 
due to the security issues and were not intended to serve under the flag , these are 
citizens who are fighting to secure their homeland  and the return of their parents 
refugees in the neighboring countries over the past twenty years. Social harmony 
was dramatically broken on the arrival of the Rwandan Genocide perpetrators in 
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1994 as well as further public speech stigmatizing the Rwandophones and in 
particular the Tutsis causing their small remnant of peasants to live in "ghettos" 
protected by some high mountains in the Kivus. Unfortunately some people from 
these communities who are disconnected from realities on ground are getting paid 
and or receive appointments from Kinshasa in exchange of “negationism” of this 
reality. 

 The M23 feels therefore not concerned by the conditions submitted by the 
Kinshasa government for the integration into FARDC. It is for this reason that our 
army intends to demobilize at the end of the process of the  agreement’s  
implementation, which we hope will solve the root causes of the conflicts and 
make irreversibly illegitimate any option of rebellion. Thereby, M23 intends to 
receive a security reassurance for its members after the demobilization. 

2. Transitional arrangements for security and demobilization 

Our Movement is committed to submit its troops to the process of the 
disengagement, cantonment, disarmament and demobilization according to the 
layout table on the following sequences:  

SERIAL ACTIVITY PROPOSED 
TIME 

RESPONSABILITY 

    1. Signing the Peace Agreement D -Day Gov and M23 
    2.  Announcement in Medias  D - Day Gov, 

MONUSCO,M23 ,  
ICGLR 

   3. Amnesty  D- Day +14 Gov 
   4  Appointment of the National Follow up 

Coordinators for the Implementation of 
the Agreement  

 D- Day +15 Gov and M23 

   5. Constitution of Transitional Security 
Arrangements Implementation Committee 
(TSAIC) 

 D –Day +15 Gov,MONUSCO,M23, 
ICGLR  

  6 . Orders to M23 and FARDC units about 
Agreement 

 D- Day +15 FARDC,M23  and 
TSAIC 

 Release of prisoners  D- Day+17 Gov 
   8. Constitution of the reconnaissance Team             +16 Gov  and M23 
   9.  Bilatéral disengagement              +24 FARDC and M23 
  10.  Deployement of reconnaissance Team, 

Monitoring and Vérification activities 
             +25 TSAIC , MONUSCO 

   11. Security of buffer zone               +25 MONUSCO without 
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Intervention 
Brigade 

   12. Eradication of all negative forces               +25 FARDC and 
Intervention 
Brigade 

   13. Inclusion of M23 members in the National 
Committee for Refugees  (NCR) 

              +26 Gov 

  14. Creation of the National Reconciliation 
Committee (NRC) 

             +26 Gov 

  15. Creation of the Program for the 
Rehabilitation and Development in 
conflicts affected zones. 

              +26 Gov 

  16. Implementation of the conclusions of the 
review of 23 rd March 2009 Agreement 

    +26 à J + 30 Gov 

  17. Security and viability in the zones of 
return of refugees and IDPs 

 FARDC , MONUSCO, 
Rehabilitation 
progra 

  18. Campaign in camps for the return                +60 NCR, UN HCR 
  19. Return of refugees, IDPs and other 

congolese from diaspora 
              +75 NCR , HCR  

  20. Creation of the commission of extorted 
belongings 

              +59 Gov 

  21. Redeployment of M23 troops to Assembly 
areas  

               +90 M23,MONUSCO , 
TSAIC 

  22. Cantonment of M23 troops                +120 M23, MONUSCO, 
TSAIC 

  23. Disarmament                +150 TSAIC, MONUSCO 
  24.  Demobilization                +180 TSAIC ,UEPN-

DDR,MONUSCO 
 

With specific regard to the cantonment and for a better security of the returned 
refugees currently within the areas under the control of our Movement, we 
demand that our troops be based in the same sites and also the return of General 
Laurent NKUNDA MIHIGO currently held in Rwanda and who should be brought 
back home to live as an ordinary citizen. 
 
3 . Monitoring the implementation of the agreement to be signed 

Our Movement hopes that those created various joint committees should be 
considered as Framework of the Agreement Implementation and requires the 
establishment of a National Monitoring Committee which will include the 
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Congolese Government and the M23 Movement  and a Regional Monitoring 
Committee to be provided by member states of the International Conference on 
the Great Lakes Region. 

Ultimately, in order to ensure sustained support of the Dialogue in Kampala, our 
Movement requests the participation of the delegates of the sub-region of the 
Great Lakes States alongside the Special Envoys of the United Nations, the 
European Union, United States of America, the African Union and the Special 
Representative of the Secretary General of the United Nations in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo. 

Hoping that our request will meet your consent, please accept, Excellency, Mr. 
President, the expression of our highest consideration... 

 

The Chairman of the M23 Movement 

 
Bertrand BISIMWA 

CC : 

- His Excellency Secretary General of the United Nations                                                                                                                                                                   
in New-York/USA 

- His Excellency  President of African Union                                                                                                                                                                                    
in Addis-Abeba/Ethiopie  

- Their Excellencies Head of States membres of the  CIRGL                                                                                                                                                                     
in Bujumbura/Burundi 

- UN Secretary General Representative in the Democratic Republic of the Congo                                                                                                                                                                                    
in Kinshasa/Gombe ; 

- All embassies  and Diplomatic representation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo                                                                                                                                                             
in  Kinshasa/Gombe (tous) 

- Head of the MONUSCO/ Nord-Kivu                                                                                                                                                                                                       
in Goma/RDC  

 


